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Hybrid simulation became a part of the structural experiment method portfolio in mid-1970’s. 
Starting from the original idea of simulating the effects of ground motion excitation by 
applying an effective force history at the level of the structural mass(es) (the original 
Takanashi’s computer-actuator on-line system) the method developed, albeit at varying 
rates, until today. Important, but not all, advancements include sub-structuring, multi-dof, 
multi-actuator and multi-directional testing, better model integration algorithms and physical 
sub-structure controllers, error analysis, validation and verification, real-time testing, 
geographically distributed testing, and generalized hybrid simulation platforms and 
simulation software and hardware standardization. 
 
Moving hybrid simulation forward today is concentrated on improving it as a testing method 
and broadening its scope. Real-time hybrid simulation emerges as a strong trend, per se and 
in terms of collateral benefits in further improvements in test algorithms and test setups. The 
bulk of hybrid simulation implementation work is in development of controllers to enable 
force-, displacement- and mixed-control of multi-dof setups in quasi- or in real-time. Some 
work on friendlier test setups and user interfaces is going on, too. Another important area of 
work centers on uncertainty modeling, quantification and incorporation into stochastic hybrid 
simulation. Finally, work on tightly coupled models and models that involve multiple physics 
(e.g. mechanical and thermal considerations) is expanding the scope of hybrid simulation 
from seismic to other engineering problems. 
 
However, what I miss most is a clear purpose for doing hybrid simulation. What is it that 
makes hybrid simulation the experimental method to use in a particular research project? 
Why do researchers consider quasi-static cyclic testing sufficient to achieve their goals? Why 
do they insist on conducting (multiple) full-scale shaking table tests? Why do some give up 
physical experiments altogether and resort to computer models? Moving hybrid simulation 
forward requires nor only making it better, faster, with smaller and quantified uncertainties, 
and just simply easier to do (and answering the question: how easy is easy enough), but also 
developing compelling use cases where the benefits of doing hybrid simulation clearly justify 
the effort invested in surmounting the learning curve.  
  


